Spatial distribution of modalities and receptive fields in sensorimotor cortex of awake cats.
A sample of 504 single neurons isolated in three curvilinear arrays of 10 closely spaced tracks in primary somatosensory and in pericruciate sensorimotor cortex was studied in two awake, restrained domestic cats. Modality sensitivity and receptive field size and location were assessed for each neuron, along with response adaptation rate and state of arousal at the time of recording. Reconstruction of the spatial distribution of these response properties failed to show any simple organization, beyond general somatotopy. The spatial distribution of modality sensitivities was quantitatively tested in relation to a strict columnar model and to a random model; the data could not be clearly distinguished from the random model, in any of the three recording arrays. Observations made on two or more neurons isolated simultaneously at the same recording site revealed that few shared both modality and receptive field (RF) in common. Among the simultaneously recorded neurons, five-ninths showed disparate modality sensitivities and two-thirds showed limited or no RF overlap. Many pairs of neurons showing the same modality sensitivity showed limited or no RF overlap, and many pairs showing partial or complete RF overlap showed disparate modality sensitivities. Hence, the data failed to support any model of cerebral organization that features local, bounded regions within which all neuron response properties are the same and, in particular, the model of columnar organization. On the other hand, models that feature intermingled local clusters of neurons (a cluster consists of neurons that share the same response properties) are not excluded by the data.